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1. Introduction. In this paper we study the theory of functions of several

complex variables from the point of view of partial differential equations of

elliptic type. The basic objective is to obtain a generalization of the tools of

potential theory which will apply to the Cauchy-Riemann equations in

several variables. Thus we investigate further the kernel function and its

relation to the Green's function introduced earlier [8; 9].

Our point of departure here is a discussion of boundary value problems

for harmonic differential forms in Euclidean space carried through by Hodge

[12]. We find that in terms of two new complex differential operators d and

b one can develop a theory of boundary value problems, analogous formally

to Hodge's work, which centers about the Cauchy-Riemann equations. We

are enabled to bring together systematically and concisely the concepts of

the Cauchy formula, the Green's and Neumann's forms, the kernel form, and

harmonic integrals, and to build from them an elegant generalization for

several complex variables of the basic ideas of potential theory.

A number of new phenomena arise for the complex differential forms of

our theory. While we rely strongly on the theory of the Fredholm integral

equation, our boundary value problems lead to singular equations with in-

finitely many eigenfunctions. Thus to obtain a complete existence proof, we

resort to a combination of the method of integral equations and a procedure

of orthogonal projection developed around the Bergman kernel function

[10]. Indeed, it is the recent results relating the kernel function to the

Green's function which motivate our entire presentation. Thus we obtain a

single theory which connects harmonic forms, integral equations, Cauchy's

formula, and the kernel function in terms of suitable boundary value prob-

lems.

Many special cases and examples of our general theory prove to be of

particular interest. A few of these are given special attention in a final sec-

tion of the paper.

2. Definitions, notation, and formalism. We shall consider the 2A-dimen-

sional Euclidean space of A complex variables Zj=x¡+iy¡ and a cell M in

that space with smooth boundary dM. We shall set y¡=xk+¡, and

±.±t±-,±\   ±.i(±+i±\
dZj        2 \dxj dyj dz¡        2 \dXj dyj
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while dzj=dxj+idy,, dz¡=dxj — idyj.

In the formalism of E. Cartan, one introduces the differential form

-G)'k

dxi • ■ • dx2k = ( — J dzi ■ • • dzkdzi ■ • • dzk

as volume element. The expression

(pp = ««,...<,<&«, • • • dziT

will be called a pure p-form, where summation over all combinations of in-

dices with *i<*2< • • • <ip is to be understood. In particular, with

i-i

we introduce the singular p-form

1
«,(2, t) = -dztl ■ ■ ■ dzidtil ■ ■ ■ dtip.

For pure forms (pp, the conjugation operator * yields

2"
*(t>p = ——— ail...ipdzip+1 ■ • • dzikdzi ■ ■ • dzk,

(2*)*

where *i, • • • , ik is an even permutation of the indices 1, • • • , A. In particu ■

lar (without summation with respect to *i*2 • • • ip),

dzit • ■ • dzip* idzi1 • ■ • dzip)~ = 2pdxi ■ ■ ■ dx2k,

and

**4>p = i-\y<pp.

Also,

*azip+1 ■ • • dzikdzi • ■ ■ dzk = i2i)ki — 2)~vdzil • ■ ■ dzip.

In addition to the usual differential operators d and 5 = *fl"* of Hodge

[13], we define here the complex operators d and b by the formulas

*     da,-,...*,
d<Pp =   1^    —-dziJLziy ■ ■ ■ dzip,

m=p±l       vZim

1 » dah...ip
b<Pp = —*d*4>p=   22 (-l)m+1 —-dzh ■ ■ ■ [dzij ■ • • dzip,

2 m=l dZim

where  [dzim] indicates that this differential is to be omitted. Note that

with f =dii ■ ■ • dèk we obtain
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fo>p = td(t>p = i-iydiWp).

Also, dd(pp = bb(bp = Q. The importance of the operators d and b stems from

the fact that the Cauchy-Riemann equations for a function / analytic in the

A complex variables Zi, • • • , zk can be written bifdzi ■ ■ ■ dzk) =0 or df = 0.

Two identities will be of fundamental importance in our work. They are

1   "   d2ail...ip _.
A(pP = —- 2-, -2-dzn - ' • dzip = idb + bd)(pp

Q   m=l OXm

and

dup(z, t) = — (bujp+iit, z))~,

where in the last relation d refers to differentiation with respect to z variables

and b refers to differentiation with respect to / variables. For some positive

constant ak one obtains by Poisson's equation the further identity

<p,iz) = - 2-^i.A, f <p„it)*it)ioPit, »»-.
J M

We shall have need for the scalar product

i<t>p, $p) = I <pP*itPy
J M

of a pair of pure forms <pv, \pp. Green's theorem yields for this the relations

id(pP, fp+i) + 2((pp, typ+i) =  I    4>p* ('/'p+i)-,
J dM

2Wp+i, 4>p) + (ipp+i, d(pp) =        (*^p+i)i4>p)~-
J dM

Similar identities can be obtained in curved cells M by Stokes' theorem.

Finally, one obtains by a ready calculation

[•(f*,)]f = i-2)"*<Pp.

At a point of dM, one can introduce tangential coordinates Si, ■ • ■ , s2k-\

and a normal coordinate n. Then (bp can be written

<pp = a.v-ykíi • • • dsip + ßil...ip_idndsil ■ ■ • dsi,_v

We define

T(pp = oti1...ipdsil ■ ■ ■ dsip.

3. Combined method of integral equations and orthogonal projection.

Suppose that
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0k+p = r[a,1...,J)fl'z¿I • • • dzipdzi ■ • ■ dzk]

is a given form on dM. We shall prove in this section that there exists in M

a unique pure form Ap such that

T(ÇAP) = 9k+p, on dM,

bdAp = 0, in M,

Ap = bQp+i, in M,

for some pure form QP+i- Our method of proof is based on the classical pro-

cedure of integral equations together with an application of a method of

orthogonal projection developed recently in connection with the theory of

kernel functions [10]. The result will serve as a basis for the study of analytic

functions of several complex variables by the methods of the Fredholm inte-

gral equation, of harmonic forms, and of the general theory of partial dif-

ferential equations of elliptic type.

Let (f>p be a given pure form defined in the neighborhood of dM, and let

this form be extended into M in some manner. Then by Poisson 's equation

J M W,

in M,

outside M.

Also,

— 2  i'o-kA  I   <pp*(up)    = — 2  Vffkbd  I   (pp*(cop)    — 2  "o-kdb  I   (bp* (cop)
J M J M "M

= 2^"o-kb I   (pp* (ôwj,+iA + 2-vokd I   <t>p* (do}p-i)~.
J M "M

Thus from Green's theorem

2-po-kb((pp, bo)p+i) + 2-"<rkd((pp, dwp-i)

= 2-*-V*5 J    *,*(«„+!)-+2"W f   (*^)(cop_,)-
•/ a.l/ J dM

- 2-»-1<rkb(d<pp, œp+i) - 2-»+1<xkd(b<pp, Wp-i)

bp,        in M,(<I>p

to, outside M.

Now Ffl'(fcop_i) = ( — l)*Ff¿{úp_i, and it may be verified that

Ff2-w r (**,)(«,_i)-

is continuous across dM. Thus
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Ff2-"-A4ô (pp* (üip+i)~
JdM

must jump by TÇ<pp on dM.

If we set

(1) ^„ = 2-^1    ip.M", in-W,
" dM

we find, by the usual argument, that TÇAP has on dM the boundary values

TtAp = P\T2-^o-kfb f  4>p* (wh-i)"1 + A rf<^'
L JdM J       2

where F[ ] indicates that the integral inside the brackets is to be taken in the

sense of the Cauchy principal value. Clearly

bdAp = 2-"-1akbdb f   (t>p* (up+i)- = 2-"-VjA f   <pp* (cop+1A = 0,
J dM J dM

since Au)p+i=0. Thus Ap will solve our boundary value problem provided

(2) F |r2-*-V*f3 f   ¿p* (cop+1)-l + — Ttep = 0*+p
L J dM J       2

on dAf. We seek therefore to determine </>„ as a solution of the singular integral

equation (2).

The solution of the integral equation depends upon a discussion of the

transposed equation [ll]. The transposed, or associated, integral equation

arises when we attempt to solve in the exterior of M the boundary value

problem

dbBp+i = 0,

T*Bp+i = (9tk-p-i)~, ondM,

in the form

(3) Bp+i = 2-»-W f   (<MW~
J dM

Indeed, T * bup+z = 2-l(-í)p+íTd * wp+2 and

T*2~p~2akb I    <pp+i* (cop+2)_
J dM

is continuous across dM, while

T*2-"-1<rkd I    (*«^p+i)(íop)~
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must jump by T *(pp+i on dM. Therefore, the boundary values of F*Fp+i

on dM from the exterior of M are

f*fp+i = f|f2-»-v,.*J f  (***+!)(«„)-] - — F*4>p+i.

Noting that ( — 2)k *(pp+i = [ * (C(pP+i)]f, we obtain for the determination of

(pp+i the singular integral equation

p\T2-^ik* f (*r*,+i)f(««JH-i)-l + —r[(.r*,+0f]
, L J dM J 2
(4)

- - (-2A-(02,._P-iA.

The integral equations (2) and (4) to which we are thus led are each the

transpose of the other, since the kernel is in the first case

T(z)T(t)i-(z)b(z)*(t)up+i(z,t)

and in the second case

T(z)T(t)* (z)(t(t))-(b(i)up+i(t, •))-.

It follows [ll] that (2) can be solved for <pp if and only if 9k+p = T(ÇAp) is

orthogonal to every solution <bp+i of (4) in the homogeneous case 02¡fc_p_i=O,

in the sense

f   (A^+i)(A+PA= f  (*ï<i>p+i)ï(Ap)- = 0,
JdM JdM

or

r ^p*(<^p+i)-=o.
J dM

This result is a consequence of the relation

f (*r^p+i)(A+P)-
J dM

= F h-'-V* f     f   {* (z)t(z)4>P+i(z)} U(z))-(b(z)4>p(t) * (t)œp+i(z, t))-\
L J dM J dM J

+ a f  i * WfW*p+>W I (*■(*))-(**(*))-
2   J dM

= p\ f {2-"-v** f (.r^+1)r(H+1)- + - [»f^p+i]?} (*,)-]
L^sai I J dM 2 ; J

= 0,
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where 4>p+i runs through precisely the class of solutions of the homogeneous

equation (4) and the inner bracket therefore vanishes identically.

We turn now to the study of the solutions 0P+i of the homogeneous equa-

tion (4) in order to analyze the possible boundary forms 9k+p. It is im-

mediately evident that (3) is a form with boundary values F( *Fp+i) =0 from

the exterior M of M. Therefore

2 fjBp+i* ibBp+1)~ = -  f   i*Bp+l)ibBp+i)- = 0,
" M J dM

where the application of Green's theorem in M is justified by the good be-

havior of Bp+i at infinity. Here the minus sign before the integral on the right

is a consequence of the relation dM = —dM. We conclude that

bBp+i = 0,     ' in M.

Therefore the form

Qp = 2-»-V* f   (*0p+1)(cop)-
J dM

satisfies the differential equation bdQp=Q in  M. A second application of

Green's theorem yields

fjQp*idQpy = -  (  Qp*idQp)- = -  f  Qp*iBp+i)- = 0.
J M J dM J dM

Thus Bp+i = dQp = 0 in M.

Since F * Fp+i jumps by F * (pp+i on dM, we see that F * Fp+i has from the

interior of M the boundary values

T* Bp+i — T* 4>p+i-

Also

bBp+i = 2-"-1<rkbd f   (*</.p+i)(Wp)-
•J dM

= — 2~p~1<tkdb  I     i*<pp+i)io3p)~
J dM

= 2-p~1o-kd I     i*(pp+i)idüip-i)~
J dM

= (-l)»2-*-W f   ¿(.¿p+iXwp-i)-
J dM' dM

by Stokes' theorem, and since the tangential derivative

ndwp-i = (-i)*Ffl-(fcop_i)
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is of order of magnitude r~2k+2, we find that

FfoFp+1 = i-l)p+»2-»-lo-kTdh f   d\*4>P+i)("p-i)4
V    J dM J

is continuous across dM. Hence TÇbBp+i =0 there.

A final application of Green's theorem gives

2(oFp+i, bBp+l) =   f   (*Fp+1)(oFp+1)- = 0,
J dM

and we conclude that

bBp+i = 0, in M.

Thus F * (pp+i = T * Bp+i is obtained from a form Fp+i in the interior of M

which satisfies there the differential equations

dBp+i = bBp+i = 0.

Our conclusion is that the boundary expressions TÇAP of pure forms ^4P in

If with

bdAp = 0,        Ap = bQp+i for some QP+i,

generate the entire class of forms 9k+p = TiÇCp) on dM such that

/
Cp* (Fp+i)    = 0

' dM

for every pure Fp+i in M with dFp+i=aFp+i=0 there.

In order to show that even this restriction is not necessary, we proceed

to apply a method of orthogonal projection.

Let Cp be any pure form in M with

idCp, dCp) < <*>.

We denote by ap+i the pure form in M such that

(5) idCp — ap+i, dCp — ctp+i) = minimum

under the restriction ôflo:p+i = ôo;p+i=0. Since

Aap+i = ôfl"o!p+i + áoap+i = 0,

the coefficients of the competing forms are harmonic functions, and the ex-

tremal form ap+i exists.

We make a permissible variation

«p+i + «ácop+2

of 0!p+i with singularity outside M, and we deduce that the pure form
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(6) £p+i = — 2-p~1akidCp — ap+1, cop+i)

satisfies in the exterior of M the relation

dEp+i = 2~"~lo-k(dCp — otp+i, bi»p+z) = 0.

The coefficients of Fp+i are clearly harmonic functions there.

On the other hand, we obtain in M

bdbEp+i = bAEp+i

=  — 2~p-1c'i£A   I   (dCp — otp+i) * (i»p+i)~
J M

= b(dCp — otp+i) = bdCp,

or, better,

bd(Cp - bEp+i) = 0.

We set, therefore,

(7) Ap = Cp- bEp+i

and study TÇAP on dM.

First, it is not hard to see by arguments from potential theory that

bEp+i is continuous across dM [10]; so also is the tangential derivative

TÇd5Ep+i. But outside M

dbEp+í = — bdEpJri = 0,

and hence Td(ÇbEp+i) =0 on dM. Thus TÇAP and TÇCP differ on dM by a
closed form only.

But more can be proved. If ßp+i is any form in M such that ¿73p+i = bßp+i

= 0, we obtain from

PVi = - 2-p~lckA I    ßp+i*((oP+i)-
J M

= 2-p-1o-kd f  ßp+i*(dup)-+ 2-"-2<rkb f   ßp+i* (bup+z)-
J M J M

= 2-'-1o-kd f   (*ßp+i)(up)-+2-'>-2o-kb f   ßp+i* (cop+t)-
JdM JdM

the generalized Cauchy formula

/3P+1 = - 2-»-1o-k f   (* ßp+i)(bcop+i)- - 2-"~2<xk f   i3p+i* (dcop+i)-.
*' au J dM

Substituting this in the variational relation (dCp — ap+i, pVt-i) =0, we obtain
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— 2~p-lo-k I (dCp — ap+i)*(ßp+i)-*bo>p+i
J M J dM

— 2-p-2o-k j (dCp — ap+i)(ßp+i)-* *dù3p+i
J M J dM

= - 2-p-1o-k I     * (ßp+i)~S  I    (dCp - otp+i) * (wp+i)~
J dM J M

— 2-»-"-o-k I     (ßp+i)~*d I    (dCp — ap+i)*(wp+i)-
J dM J M

=   j     * (ßp+i)~aEp+i + — I     (^p+i)-*¿£p+i = 0.
J dM 2   J di' dM

But since dEp+i vanishes on dM, this yields

1bEp+i* (ßp+i)- = 0

for every ßp+i in M with dßp+i = bßp+i =0.

The method of orthogonal projection therefore gives a form ^4P such that

FA1P differs from the arbitrary values TÇCP by a form TÇbEp+i which satisfies

the orthogonality relation

•J dM

o£p+,A/3p+i)~ - 0.
r

This condition is precisely the one which we developed with the procedure

of integral equations, and thus our previous theory shows that TÇbEp+i is a

permissable boundary form for our Dirichlet problem. A combination of the

methods leads us to conclude that it is always possible to find a solution of

the given boundary value problem. The only assumption required is that

the given boundary values TÇCP be generated by a form expressible as Cp

= bRp+i, so that the solution ^4P has also the form Ap=bQp+i.

Uniqueness of the solution is quite elementary. For if TÇAp = 0 on dM,

then

(dAp, dAp) =  f  Ap*(dAp)~ = 0,
J dM

so that dbQp+i = dAp=0. Hence

(bQp+i, bQp+i) = — f   (*Qp+i)(bQp+i)- = — f   (*ÇP+,)G4P)- = 0,
2   J dM 2   J dM

and ^4p = ôÇP+i = 0 in M.
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A quite analogous treatment can be given for the related Neumann

boundary value problem

dbBp+i = 0, in M,

T*Bp+i = (e2k-P-i)~,       . given on dM,

Bp+i — dQp for some Qp in M,

and existence and uniqueness of the solution Fp+i can be obtained. In this

case, of course, the Dirichlet integral is

(ôFp+i, ¿Fp+i).

4. Green's form, Neumann's form, and the kernel form. The existence

theorems of the previous section show that we can define a pure Green's

p-form Gp(z, t) and a pure Neumann's p-form Np(z, t) in M as follows. In M

GP(z, I) = 2~p~1akb(œp+i + regular terms),

bdGp(z, t) = 0,

while on dM

TtGp(z, t) = 0.

In M

Np(z, t) = 2~,,+1o-tJ(cop_i + regular terms),

fbNp(z, t) = 0,

and on dM

T*Np(z,t) - 0.

These conditions determine Gp and Np uniquely.

The regular kernel form

(8) Kp(z, /) = dGp-i(z, t) + bNp+i(z, t)

clearly satisfies the analyticity relations dKp = bKp^=0 in M, and if ßP also

satisfies dßp=bßp = 0, we obtain

(ßp, Kp) = (ßp, dGp-i) + (ßp, bNp+i)

= ßP+f   (*ßP)(Gp-i)-+— f   ßp*(Np+i)-
J dM 2   J dM

from Green's theorem and the Cauchy formula. Thus KP has the character-

istic reproducing property

ßp = (ßp, Kp)

and is symmetric,
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Kp(z, t) = (Kp(t, z))~ = Ki1...ip,iiji...jpdzii ■ ■ ■ dzip-dth ■ ■ ■ dt]p.

If ßp\z) is any complete orthogonal system for the class of pure forms ßp

with

dßp = bßp = 0, (ßp, ßp) < »,

in the sense

,-00  „(A      * f0,       *** *>
(ßp ,ßp) = b„= \

U,        v = p.,

then we obtain in the usual manner the Bergman expansion

Kpiz,t) = 2Z&\z)i&\0)-.
r=l

In particular, the coefficient

Ko   =   2kKlz-..k,l2---k

is the well known analytic kernel function of the A complex variables

zi, • • • , z* in M [1].

It is of interest to reverse our point of view and obtain the Green's and

Neumann's forms Gp_i, AAh from the kernel form Kv. We note that F"p is

the form ßp minimizing

ißp, ßp)

for fixed ßP at z=t, under the differential restraints dßp = bßp = 0. An applica-

tion of the theory of the problem of Bolza in the calculus of variations tells

us, therefore, that there is a Lagrange multiplier X and two pure Lagrange

multiplier forms Xp-i and ;up+i in M such that

(FA hp) + X(AP)- + (Xp-i, bhp) + (up+i, dhp) = 0

for every variation Ap of Kp. If we take hp=ßp with dßp = bßp = 0, the repro-

ducing property of the kernel yields X= — 1. Green's theorem gives

Í Kp - —-¿Xp_i - 2bßp+i, hp\ +  I       —-Xp-i* (Ap)- + (*pp+i)(h„y    = 0,

and from the arbitrary nature of Ap, we obtain

1   .
Kp = — d\p-i + 2bpp+i, in M,

FfXp_i = T*pp+1 = 0, on dM.

Thus Xp_i = 2Gp_i and pP+i = (l/2)iVp+i, whence we have an interpretation of

the Green's and Neumann's forms as Lagrange multipliers for the extremal
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problem of Bolza type which characterizes the kernel Kp. This formal pro-

cedure serves to motivate our earlier discussion of boundary value problems

involving p-forms.

We turn next to the representation of the solution of the boundary value

problems in terms of Gp and iVp. We shall confine ourselves to the Dirichlet

problem as solved by the Green's form.

By definition of Gp, there is a form

rp+i = 2~p~lo-kœp+i + regular terms

in M such that Gp = oTp+i. Tp+i is uniquely determined by the requirement

(rp+i, Ap+i) = o

for every hp+i such that oAp+i=0. If ô<L4p = 0 in M, and if Ap = bQp+i for a

uniquely determined form Qp+i with

iQp+i, hp+i) = 0

whenever o7«p+i=0, then we obtain

f   Ap*(Tp+i)- - 2-p-2ak f   Qp+i* (do>p+i)-
JdM J dM

=  f   Ap*(Tp+i)--  f   (*Qp+i)(bTp+ir-2-p-2<xk f  ep+i*(d"p+i)-
J dM J dM J dM

= (dAp, Tp+i) + 2(ôÇp+i, ôrp+i) — 2(bQp+i, óTp+i)

- (Qp+i, dbYp+i) - 2-p-1o-k(Qp+i, bdo>p+i)

- 2-p-2o-k(dQp+i, do}p+i) + Qp+i

= - (Qp+i, db[Tp+i - 2-»-1o-ko>pi.i])

+ 2-p-2o-kb(dQp+i, top+2) + i2P+i

= 2-p-2o-kb(dQp+i, wp+2) + Qp+i.

By application of the operator b to this identity, we derive the formula

(9) Ap = b f ^p*(rp+i)-
J dM

for the solution of the Dirichlet problem.

The corresponding formula for the solution of the Neumann problem is

(10) Fp+i = -J f   (*BP+i)(Hp)~,
2        J dM

where

Hp = 2~pakWp + regular terms
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is the unique form such that Np+i = dHp and such that

(Hp, hp) = 0

whenever dhp=0.

The symmetry of the Green's form Gp(z, t) is obtained in a similar way.

We have

I   oTp+i* (rp+lA — I   (*rp+i)(ôrp+i)~
<J dM J dM

-2-p-2ak\   rp+i*(dcüp+i)-+ 2-*-v* j   (*<fAp+1)(rp+1)-
JdM JdM

= rp+i - (rp+1)- + 2-p-2<rk(dœp+i, drp+i)

— 2~p-2o-k(dVp+i, dwp+i),

so that application of the operator b(z)(b(t))~ yields the rule

(b(t))-Gp(z, t) = biz)iGpit, «))-.

Likewise, by the analogous argument for Neumann's problem,

idit))-NPiz, t) = diz)iNpit, «))-.

The boundary value problems can be reformulated as orthogonal de-

composition theorems in the Hubert space L2 of pure forms Cp = oFp+i with

idCp, dCp) < °°

and the Hubert space A2 of pure forms Dp = dSp^i with

(SDp, ~b~Dp) < °c,

and a Dirichlet principle can be stated. We introduce for this purpose the

subclass of L2 generated by elements i>p such that

FfOp = 0, on dM,

and the subclass of A2 generated by elements *&„ such that

T*VP = 0, onóW.

Then for each ApÇlL2 with bdAp = 0 in M, we have the orthogonality relation

(¿*„¿4p) =   f   *p*idAp)- = 0,
J dM

whereas for each FP£A2 with dbBp=0 in M, we obtain

(S*,, bBp) = — f   (.¥,)(«£,)- = 0.
2 «Am
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Thus it follows from our theory of the Dirichlet problem for bdAp = 0 and

the Neumann problem for dbBp=0 that each CpÇlL2 has a unique orthogonal

decomposition

\s p  —  y± p    |     Sr p

and each Z>P£EA2 has a unique orthogonal decomposition

Dp = Bp + Vp.

The Dirichlet principle is an immediate consequence of these decomposi-

tions. It states that for given Cp, the form ^4P such that TÇAP = TÇCP on dM

and

idAp, dAp) = minimum

satisfies the partial differential equations ôiL4p = 0. Similarly, for given Dp,

the form Bp such that T *BP = T *DP on dM and

(bBp, bBp) = minimum

satisfies the system of equations dbBp=0.

We close this section with a remark concerning the generalized Cauchy

formula

ßp = - 2-»ak f   (*j3p)(oü,p)- - 2-*-V* f   ßp*idup)-,
J dM J dM

valid for pure forms ßp such that dßp — bßp = 0 in M. If one introduces the

class of pure forms Up which satisfy in M the Laplace equation A Up =0, one

obtains the identity

f  i*ßp)iSUp)- + - f ßp*idUp)-
«Ají/ 2 J dM

= 2ibßp, bUp) + — (dßp, dUp) + (ßp, AUp) = 0,

for each  Up, when dßp = bßp=0. Conversely, suppose ßp is defined on dM

and satisfies

r (*ßP)(bUp)-+~ c ßp*(duP)- = o
J dM 2   J dM

for each Up with A[/p = 0 in M. If we extend ßp into M as a solution of La-

place's equation Aj(3p = 0, we obtain

_     _ 1    .
2(bßp, buP) + — (dßp, dUp) = 0.
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For Up—ßp, this yields dßp = bßp=0. Thus a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that a pure form ßp defined on dM represent the boundary values of a

form in M satisfying bßp = dßp = 0 is that

f (*ßp)(b~up)- + — f ßp*(dup)- = o
J dM 2   J dM

for each solution Z7P of Laplace's equation in M. If the equations dßp = bßp

= 0 are viewed as a generalization of the Cauchy-Riemann equations, this

result can be interpreted as a generalized Cauchy theorem.

A similar reasoning shows that if AUp=0 in M and TÇbUp = T * dUp = 0

on dM, then d~Up = bUp = 0 in M.

5. Special cases and examples. It is evident that the Dirichlet problem

for forms ^4P with ôfl".4p = 0 is equivalent to the Neumann problem for forms

Bk^p with dbBk-p = 0. We indicate here the significance of these problems

for some special values of p and A.

For p=0, the Dirichlet problem is that for the classical Laplace equation

in 2A real variables, and our work adds nothing to the known theory. But for

p=A— 1, we obtain the most important case of our theory and develop

through integral equations the recently discovered formalism of boundary

value problems for the Cauchy-Riemann equations in A complex variables

[8]. Indeed, here with forms ßk=ßp+i the equation dßp = 0 is vacuous, while

the relation bßk = 0 represents precisely the Cauchy-Riemann equations for

the single coefficient bil . . .,4 of

ßk = bil...ikdzil ■ • ■ dzik,

which must therefore be analytic in the A complex variables Zi, ■ ■ ■ , zk. The

Neumann's form Nk+i is absent, and the Green's form Gp=Gk~i can be taken

as the natural generalization of the Green's function in one variable, by virtue

of the kernel identity

Kk = dGk-i.

An even more direct generalization appears in terms of the form Yk with

bYk=Gk-i, and the kernel identity can also be written

Kk = dbTk = AIA

For further discussion the reader is referred to previous papers [9]. However,

the formulation of the theory given here has special interest because it intro-

duces the method of the Fredholm integral equation, thus completing the

application of the apparatus of elliptic partial differential equations to the

study of functions of several complex variables.

Since we are using the notation of the exterior differential calculus of E.

Cartan, it is worthwhile to compare at this point the complex operators d, b

and Hodge's operators d, b. The distinct advantage of our operators is that
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they yield not only Laplace's equation when p=0, but also the Cauchy-

Riemann equations for A complex variables when p=A. Note, however,

that Hodge's harmonic forms have applications in magnetostatics for three

dimensions, etc. It is, of course, true that all our results have a direct analogue

for Hodge's forms in A-dimensional space. In particular, the kernel form can

be introduced in that theory and the method of kernel orthogonal projection

goes through, but it seems unnecessary to mention details here, since the case

of the complex operators d, b serves to present the leading ideas.

It is of particular interest to write down the fundamental integral equa-

tion (2) when p=0, A = l, the classical case. The boundary dM is a curve in

the complex z-plane with unit tangent z'(s), and we obtain

1    f     (p(z)dz        1
(il) —d>    2-L-^+-+(t)-m

2iriJ dM    z — t 2

for the interior Dirichlet problem. Such singular integral equations of Hubert

type have been amply treated in the literature [14]. The homogeneous

transposed equation is

(z'is))- r   mds    1 '
, .   f    7—r + A^(2) = 0'
¿ICI     J  dM    t  — Z L

which has eigenfunctions of the form \piz) =igiz)z'is))~, with g(z) analytic in

M. Thus one obtains from a discussion of this integral equation the orthogonal

decomposition

(12) Oiz) = fiz) + (g(z)z'(s))-

of any square integrable function 9(z), defined on the curve dM, in terms of

functions f(z) and g(z) analytic in M. This decomposition is basic in a dis-

cussion of the Szegö kernel function and was treated originally by an alterna-

tive method of conformai mapping [10; 16].

An intermediate case of the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations

Jj8p+i=ô/3P+i = 0 which has special importance occurs when p=0, A =2. Here

we have

ßi = aidzi + a2dz2

and the equations dßi = bßi = 0 can be written

dûi da2 dai       da2

dzi dz2 dz2       dzi

These will be recognized as the equations of Fueter [6; 7] for quaternion func-

tions. Thus we obtain as a particular case his theory, which was the first to

center about a Cauchy formula of the type given in the present work.

Returning to the original boundary value problem
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TÇAp = 0k+p, given on dM,

bdAp = 0, in M,

Ap = bQp+i, in M,

we note that it is precisely the last, less usual, condition which makes the

solution unique, with coefficients which are analytic as functions of real

variables. Thus we might say that this condition gives a strongly elliptic

system of partial differential equations, whereas without this condition the

problem is only weakly elliptic. One has, in fact,

AAP = bdAp + dbbQp^i = 0,

so that the coefficients of Ap are harmonic functions, and our boundary value

problem can be formulated as a question of the determination of a system of

harmonic functions satisfying certain differential relations and correspond-

ingly fewer boundary conditions than usual.

We shall discuss here briefly the weakly elliptic system

UAP = 0

for the case p = l, A = 2 in a product region M, and we shall prove that a

solution can be found for prescribed Ap on dM, and not just for prescribed

TÇAp. The solution is not, however, unique or regular, since any form Ap

= ¿<2P-i satisfies the equation. Our result is not restricted, of course, to A = 2,

but holds in general for p=k — 1, as can be shown by a somewhat more in-

volved reasoning.

To solve ôiL4i=0 for A = 2, we recall that the method of orthogonal

projection yields for given pure Ci in the product region M a form

E2 = — 2~2o2(dCi — a2, <ii2),

with dE2=0 outside M, and with bdbEz = bdCi in M. Since A =2, the rela-

tion dEz=0 outside M is trivial, and also dbEz = 0 is immediate. If we can

construct outside AI a form Fo such that dFo = bEz, then we can find the

desired form Ai. For we can extend Fo smoothly into M, and we can set

Ai = Ci -lEz + dFo.

Then

bdAi = bdCi - bdbEz + bddFo = 0

in M, and Ai = Ci on dM by the continuity of bE2 and dF0 across dM, since

bE2 = dFo outside M.

We turn, then, to the construction of F0, a question related to the prob-

lem of Cousin for analytic functions of two complex variables. We note that

6F2 = 2 2c2(dCi — a2, dwi),
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where

dr~2 dr~2
ácüi =-dtidt2dzi -\-dtidtzdzz.

dtz dh

But

dr~2 dr~2 d    {        Zi — h z2d    (        Zi — ti Zt — tz\
— hr~2-+ (X - 1>-2-\
Si   v.       z2 — t2 Zi — h)

{           Zi  —   ti Z2  —   tz)

hr~2-+ (X - 1)>-S -\
v            22  —   ¡2 Z\  —   tv

dtz dzz dzi

dr~2 dr~2 d    (        Zi — h z2 — t2

dti dzi dzz

for any X, and hence

d(t)a>i(t, z) = - (d(z))~ \\r~2-- + (X - l)r"2--i dhdt2.
\ Zz — t2 Si — h)

Thus,

- / - (        Zi — ti z2 — t2) \
bE2 = - d2-2<x2[dCi - a2, <\r~2-\- (X - l)r"2-> dhdh )•

\ \        zz — t2 Zi — h) /

The coefficient of X depends only on the scalar product

/ -                         dtidtt \
I dCi - a2,-—- I,
\ (zi — h)(z2 — h)/

which can be shown to vanish by a variational argument when Zi is not in

the projection ilAof M on thezi-plane and z2 is not in the projection M2 of M

on the z2-plane, by virtue of the extremal property of «2- Therefore, we can

take

Fo =
-<j-i(I          Zi — h                                z2 —  tz] \

dCi - a2,  <\r~2-h (X - l)r-2-} dhdh),
\           Zz  —   tz                                     2i   —   ti) /

with X = 1 when Zi is in Mi and X =0 when z2 is in M2, and with arbitrary X in

all other cases. This gives, indeed, a uniquely defined function F0 outside M,

since Fo is independent of X when zi is outside Mi and z2 is outside M2.

Thus our discussion of the boundary value problem is completed.

An analogous argument could be given when M is no longer a product

region if it were true that d(f>p = 0 implies <£p = ¿Vp-i in the large. However,

the example (pp=bœk shows that this is not the case.
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